
Technical data sheet

Peel 0°on steel N/25 mmOpen side
Closed side

BiesSse Tape reserve the right to introduce at any moment and without warning those changes that they deem necessary. Tolerance of Technical Data: ± 30%

Adhesive properties

Rolling balltest Open side
Closed sideQuick stick on steel Open side
Closed sideShearon steel Open side
Closed side

Main carrier:Secondary carrier:Main liner:Secondary liner:Ope  side adhesive:Closed side adhesive:

Total thickness: mm
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Mechanical properties
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Description Applications

Product PLUS

Technical data sheet Total thickness: mm

Company with Quality System in accordancewith ISO 9001: 20

tests. BiesSse Tape reserve the right to introduce at any moment and without warning those changes that they deem necessary. Tolerance of Technical Data: ± 30%

Recommendations for correct use
StorageFor a proper storage of the product we recommend to keep the product  in the original package until it is needed and use it within 12 months from delivery.The storage shall be carried out at a room temperature between 15°C and 27°C, and a relative humidity < 60%.Once removed from the packaging, place the product vertically and protect it from dust. Do not expose product and packaging to direct sunlight and heat sources.
Surface cleaningnon-stick coating.In order to obtain a correct product adhesion level on surfaces, it is indispensable that the surfaces are properly cleaned before the application. It is recommended to use quick-evaporating solvents.After cleaning make sure that the solvent has completely evaporated, with a completely dry cloth.

ApplicationAs adhesive tape is pressure-sensitive, it is necessary a proper pressing pressure on the back of the tape, once applied on the surface, to ensure the grip of the adhesive and a full lamination.
Measuring tolerancesThe tape cutting width tolerance can vary within a range of ±0.7 mm. on request.
DisposalIt is recommend to dispose the product after use according to the 

+39 02 90 11 11 18

The product is made up of a transparent polyester
film carrier and a white silicone glassine paper liner.

The acrylic adhesive system on both sides provides
strong bonding properties, high initial tack and high
cohesion.

Ideal for web-splicing of different materials, such as
plastic films, paper, cardboard, thin metallic films,
etc.

Recommended for fixing car components, such as
number plates, safety devices, side pillars,
headlights, mouldings, spoilers, thermoformed
parts, overheads, scuff plates, emblems and
letterings.

Suitable also for assembly of various sail
components, also where seams are not present.

The special PET carrier is easy to tear by hand, like paper or non woven.

Resistant to UV rays and non-yellowing.

Able to withstand high shear and thermical stresses, also under the most extreme conditions (e.g. international
sailing competitions).
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